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Joblux Limited is delighted to announce the launch of joblux.us, unique
online recruitment services for the US market, dedicated to the luxury
sector. Joblux unique services to the luxury professionals, employers,
recruiters and jobseekers alike, cover any job category within the
luxury industry worldwide.
Why joblux.us?
After joblux.co.uk, Joblux unique concept successfully entered the
French market with Joblux.fr. Entering today the US market, Joblux
Limited intends to make available to US employers, recruiters and
jobseekers alike its luxury-centric dedicated services and information.
Made by top end human resources professionals from the luxury
sectors, it aims at uniting luxury market professional jobs around a
focused, high quality, careers and recruitment website.
Joblux Limited

Joblux Limited is a unique and original concept in Jobs and
Recruitment online services for the luxury industry's professionals.
Joblux’s recruitment websites offer a great resource for employment
sectors, covering the following domains at a high level: Fashion,
Jewellery, Creative & Design, High end Hospitality, Lifestyle, Beauty,
Fine Food, Media, PR, etc.
Apart from keeping the control on their recruitment process and
having the guaranty of reaching a targeted jobseekers audience of
quality, employers will make massive savings on their recruitment
costs by using our premier online recruitment services such as our
Premium Ads, CV Bank service, Banners system and branding.
Recruitment/placement agencies operating within the luxury market
will find with us an efficient recruitment website to get a targeted &
quality jobseekers traffic to fill their vacancies all the year long. Please
get in touch to know more about our bespoke media packages for
recruitment professionals.
Luxury industry professionals from all sectors find with Joblux an
exquisite careers website to help them find the job they have in mind.
Fashion career opportunities, Jewellery jobs, Creative openings, High
end Hospitality and Lifestyle roles, Fine Food positions, Beauty careers
& more broadly all luxury jobs are with joblux.us. Registering a CV
with Joblux.us gives access to a unique application management
system and this totally free of charge. High end professionals may as
well search job advertisements such as “Store Manager Prestigious
Jewellery Brand” or “Directing all aspects of brand development and
marketing” or “We are looking for a Fashion Merchandiser to join ...”
Do not hesitate to contact Alex Mason 646. 808. 30.
47 http://www.joblux.us/
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